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Metaphysical Uses for Crystals:Metaphysical Uses for Crystals:Metaphysical Uses for Crystals:Metaphysical Uses for Crystals:    
Beyond the BasicsBeyond the BasicsBeyond the BasicsBeyond the Basics    

 
                                                                                        ByByByBy    

 
Jenna MortensenJenna MortensenJenna MortensenJenna Mortensen    

    
    
In this workshop, various techniques for using crystals in magic(k)al and ritual applications will be discussed along 

with some general patterns regarding crystals and energy interaction that are observed by the author.  The hands-on 

portion of the workshop will allow the attendees to practice any of the discussed techniques as well as provide an 

open forum for questions and answers. 

    

To get started…To get started…To get started…To get started…    

    

What does What does What does What does the term “basic” refer to in this workshop?the term “basic” refer to in this workshop?the term “basic” refer to in this workshop?the term “basic” refer to in this workshop?    : 

--What crystals are; how crystals form 

--What “energy” is 

--Crystal cleansing techniques 

--How to select crystals 

--Creating and using “gem essences” and crystal grids 

--How to use crystals as aides in “grounding and centering” 

 

What topics will be coveredWhat topics will be coveredWhat topics will be coveredWhat topics will be covered????::::    

--The effect of crystal shapes, inclusions, and color on energy interactions 

--Energy storage and conduction 

--Gaining insight on how you can utilize your crystals; navigating personal symbology 

--Using crystals in rituals and spells 

--Creating crystal combinations 

--Troubleshooting 

 

 

What isn’t covered in this workshopWhat isn’t covered in this workshopWhat isn’t covered in this workshopWhat isn’t covered in this workshop????::::    

--Encyclopedic listings of metaphysical and physical crystalline properties 

--Specific crystal healing techniques 

 
A selection of helpful resources will be listed on the back of this handout 

    

Crystals: Crystals: Crystals: Crystals: The Energy of The Energy of The Energy of The Energy of Shapes, Colors, Shapes, Colors, Shapes, Colors, Shapes, Colors, and and and and Inclusions...Inclusions...Inclusions...Inclusions...    
Basic crystal shapes:Basic crystal shapes:Basic crystal shapes:Basic crystal shapes:    

----PointsPointsPointsPoints: : : : Can be single or double-terminated.  Energy will naturally flow through the crystal parallel to the tip 

of the points.  An energetic siphon can be established to draw energy into or out of a crystal via its point(s). 

----ClustersClustersClustersClusters:  :  :  :  Energy flows along each separate termination, resulting in an energetic “spray”.  Clusters can be 

useful for projecting energy in multiple directions at once. 
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----RoundedRoundedRoundedRounded:  :  :  :  Can occur naturally due to weathering processes or occur artificially in the form of tumbled 

stones.  Energy emanates uniformly along the surface of the stone. 

----MassiveMassiveMassiveMassive:  :  :  :  Crystal structure is undefined to the naked eye, looks like a “chunk” of mineral.  Good for storing 

energy, creating energetic batteries to power spells—though mineral type plays an important role in this.  

----AmorphousAmorphousAmorphousAmorphous:  :  :  :  Without a rigid crystalline lattice (i.e. mercury, volcanic glass).  These minerals can be useful 

for conducting energy. 

 
ColorsColorsColorsColors    

-While choosing crystals based on their color is one method that many individuals employ, the crystal shape 

and mineral content contribute a significant effect to the manipulation of energy regardless of the 

applications. 

-Personal symbology regarding the assigned meanings of various colors plays an important role into how they 

can be successfully used for magic(k)—your personal beliefs on colors are the key! 

-Choose crystals for a task based not only on how their color corresponds to your belief system, but also on 

how appropriately they are “suited” for the job (more on that later…). 

 
Inclusions:Inclusions:Inclusions:Inclusions:    

----The included mineral(s) will have a distinct effect on the host crystal.  A combination of the effects of all 

minerals will create a total energetic effect that is different than the sum of its parts. 

-The size and number of inclusions will also contribute to the overall effect as well. 

-Some examples of common crystal inclusions: tourmaline, chlorite, rutile, pyrite, magnetite, hematite, 
goethite, lepidocrocite, dumortierite (combines to create rose quartz), actinolite, liquids (H20, C02, petrol, 

CH4).  

    

Energy Storage and Conduction:Energy Storage and Conduction:Energy Storage and Conduction:Energy Storage and Conduction:    
-Energy can be routed and/or storedrouted and/or storedrouted and/or storedrouted and/or stored within any type of object, though some materials will contain and direct 

energy much more successfully than others (ex. crystals vs. plastic). 

-Crystals used for manipulating energy for a specific outcome (spells, healing, etc.) will need to be 

periodically rrrrefreshedefreshedefreshedefreshed in order to maintain their efficiency and potency.  This may necessitate the cleansing 

of the stone and “resetting” the spell, etc. into the crystal due to the energetic ‘wear and tear’ that can occur 

on crystals over time (especially in the case of high-volume or energy-intensive work). 

-Broken crystBroken crystBroken crystBroken crystals?als?als?als?————If a crystal breaks or shatters while being used for energy work, magic(k)al purposes, etc. 

do not continue to use the crystal for the same purpose.  Let the crystal rest—cleanse it and clear out any 

programming or intentions you have placed on it and either bury it in the earth for an extended period of 

time or use it for a less energetically-intensive purpose (lithomancy set, lend gentle energy to plants, etc.). 

-Crystalline latticesCrystalline latticesCrystalline latticesCrystalline lattices…why they matter:  the more defined crystals (often igneous or metamorphic in nature) 

are going to be able to handle much more complex and intense energy than most sedimentary rocks 

(sandstone, limestone, shale, chert, coal)— evaporates (gypsum, halite, calcite, etc.) will be treated separately 

in this discussion.  This isn’t to say that you can’t utilize sedimentary rocks, but it’s best to keep it ‘simple’ as 

they will radiate energy in a broad field in a non-specific direction, or in outcrops or large samples, along 

major planes of cleavage or jointing.    

----Personal SafetPersonal SafetPersonal SafetPersonal Safetyyyy: : : :     When using crystals for conducting energy (especially with terminated crystals) be careful 

where you point them!  They will focus energy into your energy body/aura/biofield and you can injure 

yourself unintentionally (trust me—it hurts).  Also, certain crystals will naturally draw out energetic ‘toxins’ 

from your body without being programmed to do so.  Interrupting this process can have negative 

consequences as well (ex. blue kyanite blades). 
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Gaining Insight on Your Crystals:  How to Navigate Personal SyGaining Insight on Your Crystals:  How to Navigate Personal SyGaining Insight on Your Crystals:  How to Navigate Personal SyGaining Insight on Your Crystals:  How to Navigate Personal Symbology and Meaningmbology and Meaningmbology and Meaningmbology and Meaning    
What does this crystal “do”?What does this crystal “do”?What does this crystal “do”?What does this crystal “do”?    

----In order to understand how you can personally work with a crystalhow you can personally work with a crystalhow you can personally work with a crystalhow you can personally work with a crystal, most books recommend 

meditating with a crystal for an extended period of time, opening your awareness to the crystal, or 

asking the ‘spirit’ or consciousness of the crystal itself.  These are all viable methods--do what feels 

comfortable to you. My preferred approach is to ‘scan’ crystals energetically using a combination of 

my third eye and palm chakras.  This facilitates a type of ‘direct knowing’ in my personal practice. 

----Since my core approach to using crystals for energy work involves the interaction of the mineral the interaction of the mineral the interaction of the mineral the interaction of the mineral 

with the user, the environment, and the intended taskwith the user, the environment, and the intended taskwith the user, the environment, and the intended taskwith the user, the environment, and the intended task, I believe that no single crystal will respond in 

the exact same way to any two individuals.  IMO, this process gives us the wide variety of crystal 

properties and user approaches that we see in countless books, workshops, and practitioner opinions. 

----On a related note, though certain types of minerals are generally known for particular 

magico/spiritual/healing uses within popular literature this does not mean that everyone will have 

the same affinity to use that mineral for that purpose.  Some individuals will be able to use a crystal in to use a crystal in to use a crystal in to use a crystal in 

unique, unique, unique, unique, atypical or unexpected ways.atypical or unexpected ways.atypical or unexpected ways.atypical or unexpected ways.        User abilities, training, energy sensitivity, and general 

knowledge about crystals also affect this process. 

-Your personal symbologypersonal symbologypersonal symbologypersonal symbology has an important rolehas an important rolehas an important rolehas an important role in how you consciously or subconsciously interact 

crystals with on an energetic level.  Pre-sorting out how your opinions, prior training and learning, 

and worldviews impact how you approach crystals will help you to notice broader patterns in how 

you most successfully utilize crystals. 

-Once you begin to establish the ways in which you will work with a particular crystal, try to stay 

consistentconsistentconsistentconsistent.  This is not to suggest that you cannot expand your repertoire or understandings of 

crystals, but if new suggested methods run contrary to what feels comfortable or “natural” to you, 

using a forced approach with crystals can have sub-optimal results. 

-Books can provide an excellent comparative resourceBooks can provide an excellent comparative resourceBooks can provide an excellent comparative resourceBooks can provide an excellent comparative resource.  Don’t stress too much if you disagree or don’t 

connect with a crystal in the same way as the authors…keep in mind that they are writing about 

their personal experiences with the crystals. 

----Shape, color, inclusions, location of origin, size, and method of formationShape, color, inclusions, location of origin, size, and method of formationShape, color, inclusions, location of origin, size, and method of formationShape, color, inclusions, location of origin, size, and method of formation are all variables that effect 

how two different crystals (even of the same mineral type) can suggest slightly (or vastly) different 

applications to you when you are discerning how you can use them. 

----Write it down.  Write it down.  Write it down.  Write it down.  You may find it very helpful to take notes on the information you ‘receive’ on your 

crystals.  Being able to go back and compare and add to your notes on various minerals in your 

collection will also make it easier to come up with more specific or complicated energetic 

applications or crystal combinations without having to ‘start from scratch’ every time.  

 

Crystals in Rituals and Spells:Crystals in Rituals and Spells:Crystals in Rituals and Spells:Crystals in Rituals and Spells:    
After you cleanse…unlock!: After you cleanse…unlock!: After you cleanse…unlock!: After you cleanse…unlock!:     Besides the usual cleansing methods, one additional way to maximize  

energy use with crystals is to “unlock” them.  In my practice, this basically entails focusing energy 

into the entirety of the crystal, down to the atomic lattice structure (it is okay if you don’t know what 

that lattice structure looks like!).  The point of this is to tune the crystaltune the crystaltune the crystaltune the crystal, much like an instrument, so 

that it is not only clean and clear enough to vibrate energy without obstruction, but that it will 

transmit or store the intended energy in a more precise and efficient manner.  This can also be done 

to prime crystals to be more receptive to containing one type of energy over another if the crystal is 

being used as a passive recipient of energy (crystal charging, creating energy batteries, etc).  

----Inspect beforInspect beforInspect beforInspect before using…e using…e using…e using…even cleansed crystals can be energetically “off” from time to time.  You can 

try re-cleansing the crystal and scanning it for information before proceeding with an energetic task. 
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Occasionally, the crystal will need to be charged and allowed to rest for awhile if it has been heavily 

used for energy work or on a very regular basis—this will prolong the life of your crystalsprolong the life of your crystalsprolong the life of your crystalsprolong the life of your crystals and avoid 

breakages. 

Programming/Intentioning Crystals:Programming/Intentioning Crystals:Programming/Intentioning Crystals:Programming/Intentioning Crystals:        There are several different ways to achieve this, but three 

methods I am familiar with are: 

Blanketing:  Blanketing:  Blanketing:  Blanketing:  The focus of the task, programmed information, or intention is formed and 

contained within a ball of energy that is created around the outside of the crystal.  This 

energetic ball is then allowed to shrink down and “absorb” into the crystal itself. 

UploadingUploadingUploadingUploading:  :  :  :  A flaw or visible structure within the surface or body of the crystal is used as an 

entry point for creating an energetic link between the user and the crystal and the 

programming is then transferred into the crystal via that link and the energy is instructed to 

distribute throughout the crystal. 

My method:My method:My method:My method:        Modified from the “unlocking” instructions, I create an energetic link with the 

structure of the crystal itself and then transfer the programming into the crystal through this 

link, shepherding the energy with the chakras in my hands.  This is usually followed by a 

finishing command of some sort. 

    

Crystals in the Astral:Crystals in the Astral:Crystals in the Astral:Crystals in the Astral:        The energy of crystals can easily accompany you during astral or trance 

journeying.  They can be used to amplify or direct energy within the astral and will have an impact 

on the physical reality of the otherworld.  Depending on the type of crystal, they can also be used as 

tools to enhance any of your senses within the astral. 

    ----Astral Roadmaps:  Astral Roadmaps:  Astral Roadmaps:  Astral Roadmaps:  Crystals can also be attuned to the energy of a particular area within the  

astral and can be used as a link to direct one back to that same spot.  You can use these 

crystals to find astral locations programmed by another person.  Ethical considerations apply. 

 -Astral Boosts:  Astral Boosts:  Astral Boosts:  Astral Boosts:  Certain crystals, or combinations of crystals, can be utilized to help your  

astral body acclimate to the environment of particular worlds or regions within the astral or 

to assist you with traveling further than you are normally capable of.  Keep in mind that some 

areas in the astral are toxic to us—if you feel uncomfortable for any reason don’t hesitate to 

leave!  Be safe. 

    

Crystals for Communication:Crystals for Communication:Crystals for Communication:Crystals for Communication:    

    --------Certain crystals will be beneficial for communication (both in the mundane world and the  

    spiritual world(s).  You can use them to assist with facilitating discussions with spiritual  

 entities of all kinds without necessarily engaging in the formality of channeling (at times, it  

can be more along the lines of a phone conversation).  You may find it helpful to place an 

energetic stipulation on the crystal that only conversations with entities that ultimately have 

your best interests at heart will “get through” and be heard clearly. 

 

  Use in Ritual Work:Use in Ritual Work:Use in Ritual Work:Use in Ritual Work:    

----Crystals as Ritual Tools anCrystals as Ritual Tools anCrystals as Ritual Tools anCrystals as Ritual Tools and Aides:  d Aides:  d Aides:  d Aides:  Speaking from experience, crystals can successfully 

stand-in for the roles of any ritual tool, with some practical modifications.  Crystals hold 

elemental and spiritual energy well and are excellent for: 

  “cutting” circles between the worlds 

 directing cones of power 

extracting harmful energy and/or directing specific energy in most all applications 

(human body, physical locations, etc.)  

assist with facilitating a drawing down or “aspecting” (depending on your preferred 

terminology) of a spiritual entity into a human body. 
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  General Spellwork:General Spellwork:General Spellwork:General Spellwork:    

            Crystals are helpful for:Crystals are helpful for:Crystals are helpful for:Crystals are helpful for:    

                Shields of all kinds 

    Wards 

    Energy siphoning, rerouting, absorbing, reflecting 

    Containing spells 

    Amplifying, transmuting, disguising energy 

    Weatherworking 

    Time magic(k) 

    Most any purpose you can think of…up to a point. 

Crystals do have some limitations…Crystals do have some limitations…Crystals do have some limitations…Crystals do have some limitations…there is going to be a cut-off point where crystals will not 

be able to route, transmit, or absorb the sheer volume of energy needed for certain magic(k)al 

practices, but when in doubt go bigger or use multiple crystals…there isn’t really a hard and 

fast rule—experiment.  Remember that the precision and energy sensitivity of the user can 

help with maximizing magic(k)al results when using crystals. 

     

Crystal Combinations:Crystal Combinations:Crystal Combinations:Crystal Combinations:    
Very helpful for transmuting energy:  Very helpful for transmuting energy:  Very helpful for transmuting energy:  Very helpful for transmuting energy:  The different crystals involved within programmed 

combinations will interplay and help to amplify the overall energy work involved. 

Limited number of crystals:  Limited number of crystals:  Limited number of crystals:  Limited number of crystals:  For those with smaller crystal collections, this is one way to produce a 

wider variety for your crystals’ energy work applications. 

Specialized roles with a task:  Specialized roles with a task:  Specialized roles with a task:  Specialized roles with a task:  By assigning different crystals (could be the same variety or different 

varieties) separate tasks within your spell, etc. you can create more complicated spells without 

worrying about straining the individual crystals’ capabilities or obscuring and entangling the overall 

energy involved in manifesting your magic(k)al goals. 

Crystalline Library:  Crystalline Library:  Crystalline Library:  Crystalline Library:  If you work with your crystals often, you can train yourself to recall the 

energetic feel of certain crystals and can then create crystal combinations quickly and from memory.  

Otherwise, trial and error (with lots of note taking) can produce the most detailed understanding of 

how your crystals will work with one another for a task.  Sometimes crystal combinations will be 

suggested to you from outside sources (the crystal itself, spiritual entities, and other practitioners). 

Combinations for OthersCombinations for OthersCombinations for OthersCombinations for Others:  If creating a crystal combination for someone else, it helps to have an 

object from or photo of the person (or any method to create an energetic link between yourself and 

that person) while you consider the best crystal combinations for them.  The interplay between the 

crystals and that individual’s energy can be very important, especially if you are tailoring a magic(k)al 

talisman or spell for their needs. 

 

Troubleshooting:Troubleshooting:Troubleshooting:Troubleshooting:    
    The crystals in my spell, etc. aren’t working… 

  -Step back and review your spell, ritual, etc : 

   -Are you using the most “qualified” crystals for the job? 

   -What energetic power source are you using? 

   -Have you tried using a combination of crystals with specialized roles? 

    -This can be one way to spot any energetic issues… 

   -Have you been ‘poking’ at the spell too much? 

-Is there an “expiration date” on your spell?  Will it help to break up the larger goal into 

smaller, more clearly defined goals? (keeping in mind not to ‘micromanage’ the spell)  

-Back to basics: have you cleansed your crystal recently?  Have you let another person use it 

for an energy-intensive purpose? 
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CrystalCrystalCrystalCrystal Resources Resources Resources Resources    
 Here are some books that I have found helpful in my personal practice: 

 

 Chesterman, Charles W. 

                  1979.  National Audubon Society Field Guide to North American Rocks and Minerals. New York: 

                      Chanticleer Press, Inc. 

 

Cunningham, Scott 

                  1988.  Cunningham’s Encyclopedia of Crystal, Gem, and Metal Magic. St. Paul, MN:  Llewellyn  

  Publications. 

  

Eason, Cassandra 

     2009.  The Illustrated Directory of Healing Crystals:  A Comprehensive Guide to 150 Crystals and  

      Gemstones.  London:  Collins & Brown. 

 

 Hall, Judy 

2006.   The Encyclopedia of Crystals.  Beverly, MA: Fair Winds Press. 

 

Harding, Jenni 

2007.  Crystals.  Cincinnati, OH: David & Charles 

 

Melody 

1995. Love is in the Earth:  A Kaleidoscope of Crystals, 3rd ed.  Wheat Ridge, CO:  Earth Love Publishing 

 House. 

 

 Simmons, Robert and Naisha Ahsian 

2008. The Book of Stones:  Who They are and What They Teach.  Berkeley, CA:  North Atlantic Books. 

 

For individuals wanting to focus more on selecting crystals based on color, the Field Guide, Cassandra Eason, Judy 

Hall, and Jenni Harding books are all organized by mineral color for easy reference.  There are numerous books on 

crystal healing techniques, but since that topic is outside the scope of material covered within this particular 

workshop, I am not listing them here. 

  


